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So a refueling at sea, via a boat, is supposed to be the solution chosen by Bernard Stamm and his Team 

Cheminées Poujoulat. This solution is indeed the one that ensures greater safety for the sailor and his 

monohull, as approaching a port without means of propulsion or navigation data could be dangerous. With 

less than 5% of fuel remaining onboard, energy is severely rationed, and allows him only one 

communication per day with his team. 
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On dry land, operations are organized to respond quickly to his demand. Anyway, the Swiss who is 311 

miles away from the Cape Horn, will have to way until he gets there. According to Cheminées Poujoulat’s 

speed and the weather conditions, the refueling area should be reached between Wednesday 9 and 

Thursday 10. The boat that will provide diesel oil to Bernard Stamm is none other than that of his friend 

Unai Bazurko, Pakea Bizcaia as he is in Ushuaia for his third environmental expedition. This support has 

been proposed since the beginning by the one who used to be Bernard Stamm’s opponent on the Velux 5 

Oceans. Meanwhile, Bernard Stamm, who said yesterday during a brief communication with his team that 

he is extremely tired because of the long hours spent at the helm, remains one of the fastest of the fleet.

Source: Team Cheminées Poujoulat
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Patrick - 09.01.13 00:51

bonne chance Bernard! la prochaine sera la bonne! Bon retour, c'est avec passion que nous te suivons en ligne!

Salutations du Canada

Hale - 08.01.13 23:24

Hey Tom, It's interesting how the strategies involve a lot wagers. In the example of the fuel, they can choose to

carry a lot more fuel, but at the cost of added weight. The hydrogenerators are one strategy (solar or wind are 

others) to allow carrying less fuel and thus lightening the craft, increasing speed. But if the generators fail, then 

you're stuck. The fuel is perhaps more reliable but less competitive in terms of speed. It's interesting that Bernard 

has a screaming fast speed when sailing full on, but he's stopped by the lack of power he can create on board. 

Macif and Banque Populaire don't appear to be suffering from these problems...maybe they brought extra 

hydrogenerators to switch out, which would be less weight than fuel needed to create the same ultimate amount of 

power. Even thought we hate to see Bernard suffer this equipment failure, it's one of the strategic things that 

makes the race interesting, eh?

mare - 08.01.13 17:05

Héro, quand-même! Bonne chance et bon retour. La prochaine fois avec un système d'énergie plus simple mais 

solide. mare

Tom - 08.01.13 16:54

Thank you, Hale, for finally making the point. Three articles on this site about the refueling (when and how), but

not a word that this will automatically take him out of the race!

Tom - 08.01.13 16:52

Thank you, Hale, for finally making the point. Three articles on this site about the refueling (when and how), but

not a word that this will automatically take him out of the race!

Fred - 08.01.13 16:32

Bernard, All of Switzerland is proud of you and your accomplishments and respect your judgment and decision to

refuel. You are always a winner in our hearts! Safe sailing to good winds. À bientôt!

Hale - 08.01.13 15:36

No, refueling is not allowed. It's down to the fact that Bernard is retiring from the race for lack of ability to produce 

power with his hydrogenerators, without which, he would run out of fresh water and have no autopilot, no radar, 

computer, weather files, etc. Bernard is a great sailor and his boat is fast, but he has been let down by the 

equipment made by others.

stuartF - 08.01.13 15:21

hope re-fueling is achieved safely,and Bernard reaches end of race without further issues.GOOD LUCK.

Donald - 08.01.13 15:17

I am a little confused..... The sailors are allowed to receive fuel during the race? Please can someone explain the 

unassisted rule to me.

cliffdweller - 08.01.13 13:55

Dear Aliens, It has been several days since we last wrote to you about the Vendee and those three judges. Except 

for one little peep, we have heard nothing so we hope it is going well with their attitude adjustment. Pardon? One 

of them is putting up stiff resistance? No problem. Open a bottle of that nice French wine that we sent in the last

shipment. Yes, we know it is your favorite and we will replace every drop that you can get into him. Nice move on 

your part to have the Chief Justice come out with that brief statement. Everybody thinks that the judges are in 

deliberations at their undisclosed locations. 

Mendip Tim - 08.01.13 12:52

Please, Jury, rescind your disqualification of Bernhard so that he can announce his retirement & leave this race 

with grace & dignity. Refuelling at sea is a risky operation in any conditions. Good Luck; he'll need it. I hope after 

his retirement this site will continue to track his position, even without a ranking. Chapeau to Jean! (if he can fit 

one on all those curly locks!).

- 08.01.13 12:49

Good Luck !
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